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RESUME 

L'élément de matrice du commutateur des composants d'espace et de 

temps du courant électromagnétique entre le vide et un état à deux photons 

est calculé directement sans introduction de terme de masse du photon. Le 

résultat r.ul obtenu semble confirmer la non existence d'un terme de Schwinger 

opérateur e*. élsctrodynanique quantique. 

The matrix element of the e.m. current commutator between the vacuum 

^nd a two-photon state is computed directly without introducing a mass for 

the photon. The result is zero and then seems confirm the absence of an 

operator Schwinger term in quantum e'iectrodynamic. 
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Besides the-yell known c-number Schwinger tern Whose 
existence is necussited by positivity and which appears in all 
approaches to the equal-tine commutators, one finds *n operator 
Schwinger term both in the split point approach and by use of 
the Feynmao rules , , . On the other hand, this term 
does not appear in the definition of the equal-time commutator 
by means of the Bjorken-Johnson-Low theorem , . 

There exists a direct calculation by Chanowitz l ', per
formed with a scall mass for the photon. The introduction of 
this mass does cot correspond to a regulator but allows to ta
ke the photons at rest in order to simplify the computation. 

By use of the Schoonship program it is possible to do 
this calculation with zero mass photons. 

The situation in what concerns the operator Schwinger 
term in QED or vector meson theory reduces quite clearly to 
an alternative : 

1 - By use of the BJL theorem, the result is very 
simply zero. 

2 - By a split-point calculation and three dimen-
sionally symmetric integration Boulware and Jackiw and R. 
Brandt*2^ find : 

CO 
This result is also recovered by applying the Ward iden

tity to the vacuum polarization tensor and performing momentum 
(3) integration non-covariantly . 

Indeed, in contrast with the case of the c-number Schwin
ger term, there are no divergences here, and so apparently no 
difficulty should arise in the derivation. He note however that 
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Che absence of divergences dots not necessarily imply the ab

sence of anomalies, as it happens for the Schwinger tern in 

in vacuum polarization at distension n - 2 * '. 

3 - The calculation by Chanowitz does not use the 

T-product for deriving the equal-tine commutator. 

He directly obtains ̂ 01 C-J » ,-11\ IH^ in first order in per

turbation th-ory, vhere the state n is the vacuum or a two- pho

ton state. 

In this letter we deal with the case n - 2Ï, the 

calculation is the following. Defining the commutator 

with 

Inserting 

a complete set of states» that is in second order in perturba

tion theoiy (n - e +(p'), e~(p), (lc-1) tf , k - 1,2,3) in P. (x,t) 

we have to calculate ten graphs (given in fig. 1) vhich fall 

into three classes G. , (k-1) being the number of photons in the 

intermediary state n. 

Using the expansion of the electromagnetic current given 

by Kâllèn " ' , we sill calculate the four-variable Fourier 

transform : 

~ P 1 lalx 

P, tf,V> - J A * « P»l*'fc) 
and obtain the equal-time limit by taking 

The expressions we have from the graphs calculations are 

for example for the first one ^ a' 
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U ^ 0 = J*JL — _<L_ T,. [V «,«)*;, 16 Un)' f Q ? i 

" " " J f (^J^l^M-A)^!-' à\A' 

A „ being the photon quadrirmomentum. T 
As reminded in the beginning of this paper, two possibi

lities have been asserted for the Schwinger term bilinear in 
the photon field, either it is null, or it is given by (1). 
The expression (1) has a non gauge-invariant form» but as 
explained in refs (3) and (9) it is possible to construct a 
lagrangian of quantum electrodynamics which contains counter-
terms leading to covariance and gauge invariance for the ob
servables, i.e. the S-matrix elements. 

The purpose of this work is to see if in the case of mass-
less photons the direct computation recovers BJL result or ex
pression (1) that is : 

-Afffi c ° ° 
We see that we can take for the two photons in the Gupta 
Bleuler gauge the simplest geometry : the two photons iden
tical with a three-momentum along the direction i, and lon
gitudinal polarization e. such that \e't\ m \e0\> In (3) on
ly the longitudinal polarizations contribute and we obtain : 

« I t » ; - -*ai t 

We take then this case in the direct calculation, that is in 
the ten expressions like (2). 
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Jtfeer computation of the trace» by use of the Scboon-
ahip program ve obtain 

Un)1 

Performing the angular integration ve have to take into 
account that p * m and p 1 • m* , where m is the electron mass 
and that after intégratira on d p 1 ve have 

n = F T p' -r- U-O^-
With **pcQ$& ve have then, doing the angular inte

gration, to replace x by 

The vould-be operator Schwinger term being of first or
der in ^ w e evaluate the contribution of the three classes of 
graphs at this order. We then obtain after a somewhat tedious 
computer calculation exact cancellation for each of the three 
classes of graphs. The other term ^ C ^ A ) l e a d s a l s o t o zero, 
and we conclude that : 

The implications of this result are the following. First, in 
the case of the definition of the. equal-time commutator ve 
Cook, the Schwinger term bilinear in the photon field is shown 
to be consistent wich the BJL result rather than with the re
's alt of split-point or Feynman-graph calculation. Furthermore 
on the basis of his result for the three-derivatives Schwinger 
term Chanowitz has claimed that the discrepancy between his 
result and the result of Feynman graph calculation is due to 
the interchange of equal-time limit and phase-space integration, 
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feat hia confutation vas obscured by the introduction of a snail nutss of 
the photon. In the sassiest photon case, the computation is harder to 
coatpare with the split-point or Feynman-graphs oues. Eere ve have firstly 
performed the phase-space integration, bi t the contribution of each class 
of graphs is vanishing before integrating on the variable q . 
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